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THE GREAT RESET

The COVID-19 pandemic has provided a unique opportunity to think about the kind of future we want. TIME partnered with the World Economic Forum to ask leading thinkers to share ideas for how to transform the way we live and work.
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A Better Economy Is Possible. But We Need to Reimagine Capitalism to Do It

Klaus Schwab, founder and executive chairman of the World Economic Forum.
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World wealth inequalities

Global Wealth Distribution 2020 (Property)

- Millionaires (> US$ 1M)
- Middle class (US$ 100K—1M)
- Poor (US$ 10K—100K)
- Miserable (< US$ 10K)

Percentages of Adults:
- 55%
- 33%
- 11%
- 1%

Wealth Share:
- 46%
- 39%
- 14%
- 1%
Healthcare Access and Quality Index, 2015

The Healthcare Access and Quality (HAQ) Index is measured on a scale from 0 (worst) to 100 (best) based on death rates from 32 causes of death that could be avoided by timely and effective medical care (also known as 'amenable mortality').

Source: Institute for Health Metrics and Evaluation (2017)
Che cos'è COVAX?

Per rispondere alla sfida globale della pandemia del COVID-19, le Nazioni Unite e i suoi partner hanno lanciato la COVAX. Fuori la più grande operazione di acquisizione e fornitura di vaccini nella storia.
INTERNATIONAL RELATIONS

Xi Jinping's full speech at the U.N.'s 76th General Assembly

Chinese leader lays out 4 paths to 'answer the questions of our times'

China's President Xi Jinping remotely addresses the 75th session of the United Nations General Assembly in a pre-recorded message on Sept. 21. (UN Web TV via AP)
Climate change

Social and Economic Impact of Climate Change

- Relocation of whole towns
- Shrinking productivity of harvests
- Prices of basic foodstuffs and consumer goods will rise
- More wars to gain access to limited resources
- Extreme meteorological phenomena will cause widespread poverty
- Fresh water will be in short supply in some areas
- Diseases will spread due to higher temperatures

Mean Temperature Change relative to 1980-2005
- RCP 2.6
- RCP 8.5
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Emilio Padoa-Schioppa
Antropocene
Una nuova epoca per la Terra,
una sfida per l’umanità
TELMO PIEVANI
MAURO VAROTTO

VIAGGIO
NELL'ITALIA
DELL'ANTROPOCENE

La geografia visionaria
del nostro futuro

ANTHROPOCENE
THE HUMAN EPOCH

a film by JENNIFER BAICHWAL, NICHOLAS DE PENCIER and EDWARD BURTYNSKY
narrated by ALICIA VIKANDER

ATLAS OF THE INVISIBLE

MAPS & GRAPHICS THAT WILL CHANGE HOW YOU SEE THE WORLD

JAMES Cheshire & Olivia UBERI

ANTROPOCENE
L'EPoca Umana